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5th grade exercises: The Phone and The Ring. Form fitting.  {Rough Draft} 
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Form fit; old phone perhaps to ring 

Theme: in paining torture oh the boils of non-fiction 

theme music citation: Melanie Martinez sippy cup 
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remember those old style hand phones; that hung up on a platform I was thinking about how they 

identify in form front; scuse me; form fit with a ring for example; and was reminded of such from 

today’s fiction posting.  

The image of such a phone might be useful; to examine; even a rough drawn such image.  

The phone handle of such a phone sits on a display or something of the sort;  

The ring sits if worn on a finger; so the opposite might be implied. 

If in use= the phone is held by the hand; presumably; also known at hang-up at least as the phantom 

hand. It’s instead held when in rest on the phone, a different part itself; of course a ring has no other 

part but itself. In copywriting it should be either a one part or a zero part item; the ring i.e. So when in 

rest; I suppose it is held by a platform it is placed on. Which again or instead isn’t exactly a part of itself.  

This then unites the handle portion of the phone of this image phone with the entire ring itself. Since 

both deserve to rest on something, apparently.  

One rests on itself; and the other rests on another.  

These are compartmental comparisons of one and other in objectifications or of objects.  

[Again:] Such phone type, rests on itself 

Such ring type, rests on another. 

When worn, the ring is not in rest. {As defined here} 

When in use = effective worn in comparison, the phone handle is not in rest.  

Both usually in these types involve the hands. 

and of course this is a reminder of those with hand or hand-like disabilities.  

The ring on the finger/of hand; or the ring on the hand; is identified usually as ring-wearer: here called 

you; the ring itself: in use and not in rest as defined for this context; and the other[s]: that see[s] 

perhaps the ring.  

The phone: is used by you:  and on the hand/finger/or with the hand; and when used it is interacting 

with the other; in a way like seen or even scene: hint: scene created by phone use interaction.  

A phone might be used such predominantly in such form especially by one at a time; and the same with 

ring; but both are exchangeable to others; even those others (when speaking of the same phone and 

same ring) who have seen, scene, and witnessed each with each you.  

theme: ha, ha! I have your phone and am using it; the same for your [that one] ring 
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Neither the phone nor ring; need you and neither may want you; if we could only emotionally objectify 

the those [things] enough to find that out for sure; but you need at least one, usually; and might want 

another; both in thematic and more conventional ways.  

Same may apply to others; but perhaps better with the case of the ring; in the case, the others might 

become a you that wants and needs those things.  

Do you suppose that the ring and phone; and rings and phones, resent you for needing and or wanting 

them.  

 

Do you think the phone desires to be (w)rung; and do you think the ring desires to be un(w)rung. In the 

case of needing and or wanting the first; it might be easy to fulfill the first; and in the second; how about: 

most might guess; that un(w)ringing the ring; might be to let it rest on another thing, unworn; but how 

might you know for sure.  

In either case; in regulated culture; the actual ring in name-title-rather; perhaps classification is tied to 

the phone; and both exemplify thus through chronological connection to the phone [even with more 

modern/a-o type variations] the difference between rest and not-rest; and a possible connection to 

placement with these two variations: rest, not-rest 

 

Would you like me to also add; will you marry me.  Shall I call you on a phone; and then ask you this 

question to the scene-seen-witness; and then respond further to you by providing you with another 

type of ring. And in the advent of object variation to real philosophical turned promiscuity; turn asexual 

perhaps at least some of the rings as a thing of abstract cultural ethics; because in some manifestation 

in the abstract sense: the response to every ring-type is a consent to the cliché tradition of marriage; 

unless it’s definitely some other version of ring in the highly abstract sense. The phone and the ring then 

are also perhaps obviously delineators of research to identity efficacies and developments; and their 

practices.  

The higher assignment seems to translate the worn ring into an additional and definite non-romantic 

marrying ring.  

Conversation Cues: 

Hello, 

Hi is this Goura. 

Yes, it is.  

Would you like me to give you a ring tomorrow. You sound busy.  

Uh well, tomorrow might not work. 
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How about the next day. 

 

The next day may not work. But thank you for seeing that I sound busy today, and right now. 

. 

. 

.  


